I. INTRODUCTION
In information fusion algorithm based on D-S evidential reasoning, it is often required to compute the basic probability distribution functions (BPA), belief function and plausibility function for all basic evidential bodies. The Dempster rule of combination can put the belief functions of each evidential body together, compute the orthogonal sum of confidence levels from different sources, obtain a new belief function on the target body and form a correct judgment on the objective.
It has been difficulty how to choose a proper BPA in the information fusion algorithm based on D-S evidential reasoning, however, whether the BPA is accurate or does not have a direct influence on the fusion result. For this reason, some scholars apply soft methods to obtain BPA and have had some effect [1] [2] [3] . Yet, these methods are very complex and not intuitive in calculation. The Dempster rule requires that the evidential body is independent to each other. Often when conflicts occur, it will be possible for inconsistency between fusion results and intuition. The conflicting evidential bodies need to be revised [4] and the correlation evidential body is converted into independent ones before using Dempster rule. Yet the BPA functions still need to be computed when obtaining the correlation coefficient. Therefore, it is worth to make further study on how to obtain a reasonable BPA intuitively and quickly as well as to resolve the conflicts of evidential bodies.
The Extenics is better used in solving incompatibilities and conflicts [6] . With matter-element theory and correlation function, the extenics usually unites qualitative and quantitative changes together to handle conflicts. This paper introduces the extenics theory into information fusion calculations, defines BPA of D-S evidential reasoning with extenics correlation functions, and combines all BPA with Dempster rule, which makes it simple and feasible to determine the BPA of evidential bodies.
II. MATHEMATICAL BASIS OF EXTENICS INFORMATION FUSION METHOD
In a sense, the matter-element theory and information integration are interlinked. 
III. INFORMATION FUSION METHOD OF EXTENICS-BASED D-S EVIDENTIAL THEORY
Factors affecting change of things usually cover many aspects and the common information accumulation from every single aspect causes qualitative change of things.
So we need to make composite consideration for all information of every channel. Shafer said [7] : "The influence on one proposition of evidence should include at least two aspects of information: how the evidence effectively proves the proposition and how the evidence effectively proves its anti-proposition". In the D-S evidential theory, it is difficult to determine the confidence level of one proposition, and usually possesses subjectivity. The probability of digitalization cannot be independent of the objective attributes of human judgments, which not exist in our brains before thinking. However, we can construct a digitalized probability with basis of objective evidences as well as make analysis over the evidences during the whole process. Perhaps the evidences are ambiguous in the very beginning and the judgment about propositions is also non-quantifiable, even without any structure and logic, yet, with advancement of understanding and appearance of other evidences, we may identify the reliability level for a related digitalized proposition [5] . While in the extenics, the correlation function can easily characterize the correlation degree between evidence and proposition. 
Step4. Determining the matter-element to be evaluated
The characteristics of matter-element can be obtained through inspection, measure, test, experience, analysis, computation and other ways. Assuming the matter-element to be evaluated is:
Step5. Computing the correlation degree of matterelement for classical domains
Assuming that the classical domain of feature C for matter-element N is <a, b>, the joint domain is <c, d>, the corresponding value to be evaluated is v, and so the correlation degree can be computed as follows:
--For evaluation, the above correlation value will form a matrix of n×m that the column represents feature, while the row means correlation degree. That is:
Step6. Calculating the belief degree of evidential body Thus, in (7), the element in each row is the distribution of confident degree for feature value in supporting classification proposition.
Step7. Making information fusion using Dempster rule According to Dempster rule [7] , the confident degree of different evidential bodies shall be combined a whole distribution of credibility level, which produces a new evidential body. Thus the final recognition result is generated as well.
The flow chart of this algorithm is shown in Fig.2 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF MEF ALGORITHM
Experimental simulation is needed to verify the validity of the extenics fusion as well as an analysis over the data and making comparison with the result of other method.
A. Experimental simulation of MEF algorithm
To achieve MEF, we developed a simulation program using Matlab and made verification as an example with data provided by literature [8] .
Tab.1 shows the surface water indexes of one river during the first three months in 2002. Each test item was a group of evidence in water quality checking. The surface water is divided into five categories according to national standards [9] . Due to the bigger of dissolved oxygen the better among all testing items, we used its countdown for processing data. is to redistribute the conflicted evidence [4] . The other option believes that the Dempster rule is not wrong. Yet, a preprocessing shall be done to the evidence when conflicts happened in order to prevent conflicts from occurrence [7] . The extenics-based information fusion 
